Introduction
In this paper we shall use the. notions given in the introduction to [23, analogous to [6] , Accordingly, we introduce the relation T^(a,b,k t p) defined as follows (1) T^ (a,b,k,p 
) = {(A,B); AUBCE and (A,B) is (a,b) -concentrated at the point p € E
This relation will be called the relation of (a,b) -tengency of sets of order k at the point p.
If (A,B) €T^(a,b,k,pthen we sh&ll say that the set A is la,b) -tangent of order k at the point p to the set B.
There arises the following question: if the sets A,B 6jS 0 are (a,b) -tangent of order k at the point p of the space (£|l)» then when these sets are (a", b') -tangent of order k at the point p of this space?
In the present paper we consider this problem in a metric space (E,p) for rectifiable arcs having the Archimedean property at the point p and for real functions defined by the equalities and -^l(A^S(p,r) r (r) ,B^S , (p f r) t{r) ) - Since t ia arbitrary, we infer that
From (7) and (8) we obtain the inequality (6), which concludes the proof of the lemma. Lemma 2. If (9) and (10) we obtain
Similarly, from (4), (9*) and (10 1 ) we obtain
.From (11.1) and (11.2) we obtain the inequality (11). Prom (5), (9), (9'), (10) and (10 1 ) we obtain
which yields the inequality (12).
To prove the inequality (13) Prom (5), (9), (9'), (10), (10 1 ), (11.1) and (13.1) we obtain
which gives the inequality (13). From Lemma 1 and from (9) •mis iLi-clien r -a(r)<£(p,:: )<sr -&(r) or r + a (r ) ^ £(?,x) <r + a(r ).
Hence wc hove z e A 1 (r ) or x e ji 2 (r ), i.e.
xe (.^(rjUA^r)).
similarly we can ebow that if x «(A^ (r)UA 2 (r J), then xeA(r). tic nee the equality (20) holds, •ilrom (18) and (20) from (21), (21') taking into account the formula Ans(p,r)g( r ) = { xeA; r -a(r ) < 9(p,x) <r + a(r)J we obtain the following equalities (23) pUnsi?,r)A (r j, A^(r ) ) = 0 for i = 1,2.
Let A be a rectifiable arc with the Archimedean property at a point p6;i, definea in the interval by means of a honeomorphism ep.
Let us recall that an arc A has the Archimedean property at a point peA whenever where s(p,x) denotes the length of the arc with ends at p and x.
Let us consider the sets defined by the equalities (21) and U'l')." L e in m a 4. If the functions a it i = 1,2, satisfy the condition (24) a i 'r)<r for re (0,d), ¿>0,
¿'roof. Consider the set
r -
Now we shall prove that
Let us put *>(t' r ) = (29)
. / J." \ II <p(t r ) = x r where t' r = inf | t ; 0<t<1 and <p(t ) e (A n S(p,r-a(r ))) J , (29') t" r =, aup | t ; 0^t<1 and <p(t ) g (Afl S(p,r-â(r))) J .
Por the pointa p, x' r , x" r the following inequality hold
where a(P)x" r ), a(x' r ,x" r ) denote tha length of area with enda at p,x" r and x' r ,x" r , raapectivaly. The inequality (30) ia équivalant to the following one:
Prom the Archimedean property for tha arc at the point p it follows that 
0<1 -
Hence by (32) we obtain
2L -H? xt^T
Prom (25) and (33) From (23), (15) and (15') we obtain the following inequalities 
